"Get out there and do stuff. Stuff you want to do"
- Abraham Lincoln

Chore Weasel uses a third party payment system that keeps your account information secure. Payments are processed quickly, with a small fee taken by Chore Weasel. Any disputes are quickly handled by our fraud and complaints department.

Your location info is also kept secure. Only you share the exact location once you’re comfortable.

Our desire is that people enjoy their lives, not spend them doing tasks that take them away from an active, fulfilling life. That passion drives us to provide the best customer experience possible for our Weasels and our job posters.
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Here at Chore Weasel, we want you to enjoy life, not do chores.

For all the times that you can’t, don’t know how, or just don’t want to do something, there’s someone who can, knows how, and wants to do that thing. And we’ll help you find them, so you can do whatever it is you really want to do.

- Every day we’re faced with tasks that we either don’t have the ability, the knowledge, or will to complete.
- There are many reasons for each of these cases. Perhaps you are elderly or disabled and need help moving heavy objects. Perhaps your task requires specialized knowledge. Perhaps you have more money than time!
- Very often this leads to tasks being put off indefinitely, or you get hurt trying to do something by yourself. Maybe you even make things worse! Or you miss valuable time with friends and loved ones because you just had to get this one thing done on time.
- If you’re one of the many people that don’t have access to someone that can help, Chore Weasel is here for you!

At Chore Weasel, you can find someone to help, in just a few steps:

1. Sign up for a free account
2. Post your job with a short description of the job, the general location, a desired time of completion and a dollar amount.
3. Other users, our “Weasels” are searching through our jobs database. When someone finds yours, they offer to do the job, with any questions or proposed changes to the deal.
4. The Weasel meets up and does the job!
5. Payment is processed through our third party system to ensure no fraud takes place.
6. You both go your separate ways, you with a job done and time for yourself; the Weasel with a little extra cash!

Safe and Secure

Our third party payment system, in addition to us requiring credit info when signing up and a rating system similar to Yelp, will ensure that your Weasel is honest and able to complete the job. And if you’re interested in being a Chore Weasel, our payment system ensures that you get paid for the work you do. We want both parties happy with their arrangement and will do everything to ensure that happens.

Want to be a Weasel?

Need a little extra cash? Like helping people out? Maybe you like the variety of something new to do every day? We want you to know that every user can be a Weasel! Simply check out the jobs listing page on ChoreWeasel.com and see what’s out there. Not only are you helping others, but with the money you make, you can accomplish your dreams too!